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Are you a Growing Company that has too much work for your current employees? Did you just start a Project and you
need someone with aditional Expertiese? Do you have staff that needs to get up to speed? You you want to update your
skills so you can compete on a larger scale?
Congratulations on finding this site!!!
Why Congratulations? Because if you are here, it's because you are looking for help, and I can provide it.
My goal is to help you best fulfill yours, Whatever it may be.
There are many different ways for me to assist you in making your office more productive.
- You might call me to help with a project that you need more manpower on
- I can work with your current employees in order for them to be able to handle the load in the future.
- Increase productivity, weather it be through training, organization through databases, or ease of communication with
better network access, and resources.
What can I help with?
- Overload Drafting work Civil or Mechanical; 2D or 3D
- Drawing Conversions
Hand to CAD; 2D to 3D
- Expertise / Consulting
You don't have someone in-house that can do the job
You have an Idea and want Drawings for a Patent or to make it
- Training
CAD or Office Software
- Networking Design, Setup, or Maintenance
- Databases Design and Training
I am very familiar with AutoCAD, SolidWorks, and most Microsoft Office Products. I currently Teach AutoCAD, Inventor
and Office at Local Colleges. By teaching these products I have established a much greater grasp of them; Thus,
enableing me to be much better at using them as well as instructing others.
Don't miss my Blog.... I am adding posts on issues that my students have problems with, Also I am preparing planned
lessons covering AutoCAD and General Drafting techniques.

http://3d-me-ds.com
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